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Abstract
Atmospheric pressure plasma jet was employed to improve adhesion between polypropylene (PP) column wall
and monolith used in chromatography. Different treatment conditions for modification of PP tube were used and the
effects of treatment were analysed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Modified surfaces had higher oxygen content and surface was covered with small grain like structures. To explore
effects of modification on adhesion between PP tube and monolith tensile strength measurements were conducted.
It was shown that appropriate treatment conditions significantly increased bonding strength. The improvement of
adhesion was attributed to increased oxygen functional groups obtained from plasma.
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Introduction
Chromatography is currently one of the most important
techniques for analytics and for purification of different compounds.
The separation mechanism is based on interaction between stationary
phase, containing chemical moieties, being able to interact with the
molecules dissolved in a liquid phase. Due to movement of mobile
phase through the stationary phase, various molecules interact
differently with the stationary phase resulting in different retention of
various molecular species and consequently their separation. To exhibit
high binding capacity, stationary phase commonly consists of porous
particles to provide very high accessible surface area. Since pores of
the particles are closed on one side, the only transport mechanism
of molecules within the pores is molecular diffusion. The diffusivity
of large biomolecules is very low and their purification time-which
allows molecules to access most of available surface area-is very long.
Both features are rate limiting steps for production of large biological
molecules and consequently decrease process productivity.
To overcome this problem novel type of stationary phase called
monolith was recently introduced [1]. In contrast to particulate
stationary phases, monolith is a single piece of highly porous material
with pore voids being formed of highly interconnected channels.
Because of such structure, entire mobile phase is forced to move through
these channels and molecules are transported to the stationary phase
surface by convection, which in this way accelerate entire separation
process several orders of magnitude [2]. They exist in variety of
different microscopic structures as well as skeleton chemistries, either
inorganic, where most extensively studied are silica monoliths having
bicontinuous structure, or organic based on methacrylate, acrylamide,
cellulose and many other which exhibit particulate, polyHIPE, or
sponge like structure (cryogels) [3]. Due to their monolithic structure
preparation monolithic chromatographic columns require to overcome
several technical challenges. Among many of them have already been
successfully solved, such as scaling-up of monolithic columns [4,5] or
their non-invasive characterization [6], while bypassing of the mobile
phase between a monolith and column wall, especially for columns
operating in axial mode, is still challenging [7]. This can to some extent
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be overcome by changing axial operating mode to a radial one [8] or
designing complex housing [7], while one straightforward approach is
covalent attachment of the monolith to the column wall. This approach
was elaborated in details for covalent bonding to silica [9] but there
are almost no reports about covalent bonding of monoliths to plastic
materials [10]. Since disposable technology is being increasingly
accepted by pharmaceutical and biotech industry it would be very
attractive to find simple method for covalent attachment of monoliths
to inert FDA compliant plastic material such as polypropylene (PP).
While this can be to some extent achieved using oxidizing chemicals,
such as ozone, potassium persulfate or ammonium persulfate [11], an
alternative approach might be to treat PP with highly reactive gaseous
plasma [11-13].
Many studies showed that plasma treatment of polymers enables
modification of polymer surface in terms of surface roughness,
chemical composition and surface energy [12-14] by which improved
adhesion of various coatings can be achieved [15]. Cold plasma
consist of high energy electrons, low energy ions, excited species and
long lived metastable particles which enable surface modification. In
comparison to low pressure plasma the surface treated by atmospheric
pressure exhibits lower oxidation, which can be due to different plasma
chemistry. In case of low vacuum oxygen plasma the reactive species are
mainly produced by collisions with high energy electrons while in case
of atmospheric pressure plasma the oxygen species are produced by
interaction of Ar metastable (in case of argon gas used for plasma) with
air molecules [16,17]. Polymeric surface is modified by interaction with
high energy ions, functionalization of the surface with reactive species
and crosslinking [18,19]. There are growing interest in atmospheric
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pressure plasma jets due to its low cost and versatility: modification
of 3D objects [20] are enabled at low temperature [21,22]; in addition,
since there is no need for vacuum, it could be easily integrated into
existing production lines. However modification of surfaces, especially
long narrow tubes with plasma jets are not quite well understood,
mostly due to electromagnetic interaction, flow dynamics, thermal
instabilities and effects of tube diameter on plasma modification [23].
The main purpose of our work was to achieve not only increased
surface roughness but mainly to incorporate novel functional groups on
the surface which would enable covalent adhesion of monolith with PP
tube. In present work we describe effects of plasma treatment on surface
properties of PP tubes. We studied changes in chemical composition
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), morphological changes by
atomic force microscopy and differences in adhesion of methacrylate
monoliths on untreated and plasma treated PP tubes, which were
evaluated by tensile strength measurements.

Materials and Methods
Plasma treatment
Experimental system consisted of an atmospheric pressure plasma
(free plasma jet), a linear motor drive and a plastic enclosure to create
argon rich atmosphere (Figure 1) [24].
The atmospheric pressure plasma system used belongs to the
atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ) group, specifically singleelectrode (SE) configuration was used. Plasma was excited using a
sinusoidal power supply. A timer was used to generate excitation
frequency of 23 kHz. The output voltage at the electrode was about
2.5 kV and plasma current consumption was about 1 mA [25]. Teflon
housing served as a vessel for the copper round electrode (diameter 0.5
mm) that was center into a quartz tube (outer and inner diameter 4 mm
and ~2.4 mm, respectively). Flow controller (Bronkhorst) was used for
leaking the gas through the Teflon housing and the quartz tube. Plasma
was created in Argon gas with constant flow of 2.2 L/min.
APP device was mounted onto a linear motor drive, 500 mm
long, controlled by a computer. Such configuration enabled for
precise movement and speed control of the APP device and thus
linear movement of the APP jet. A PP tube, 39 mm long with the
largest diameter of 10.7 mm and the smallest diameter of 5.3 mm, was
mounted into the plastic housing. A small hole was made in the center
of the plastic housing, allowing free movement of an APP quartz tube
through it. Plastic housing was fixed so that the height of the PP tube
inside the housing was the same as the height of the APP jet (or APP
device quartz tube). The linear motor drive enabled a repeated backand-forth linear movement of the APP jet inside the plastic housing

Figure 1: A schematic of the atmospheric pressure plasma jet device.
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into and out of the PP tube. Closing one end of the housing enabled
the establishment of argon rich atmosphere. The lowest speed of motor
movement was 12 mm/s, which is quite fast; therefore we made several
repeated motor movements of the APP jet into and out of the PP
tube. Typical time needed to move the jet into and outside of the PP
tube was about 5 s. We made repeated motor movements; starting at
the end of PP tube and going to the beginning and then back again
(one treatment). In order to study the effects of treatment on surface
modification and adhesion we made repeated movements, ranging
from a single movement to 30 consecutive movements. Samples treated
more than once are annotated in the text as PP 1x, PP 2x, PP 5x, and
so on (Figure 2).

Water contact angle measurements
The surface wettability was measured immediately after plasma
treatment by determination of water contact angle with a demineralized
water droplet of a volume of 2 μl. PP tubes were cut into half and a
water contact angle was measured. A water contact angle was measured
by Advex Instruments See System E equipped with a CCD camera and
a PC computer, which enabled us to make high resolution pictures of
a water drop on the sample surface. For each sample 10 measurements
were perform in order to minimize the statistical error. The relative
humidity was kept at 45% and the temperature at 25°C. The contact
angles were determined by software See System 6.3 which enables
fitting of the water drop on the surface in order to allow a relatively
precise determination of the contact angle. An estimated error for each
WCA value is less than 3.0°. In order to evaluate ageing of PP tube
after plasma treatment water contact angle measurements were done
on tubes stored for 4 days in air at room temperature and constant
humidity.

AFM analysis
Surface morphology was observed by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Topographic changes of PP tube surface before and after
plasma treatment were monitored with AFM (Solver PRO, NT-MDT)
in the tapping mode in air. Samples were scanned with standard Si
cantilever with a force constant of 10 N/m at a resonance frequency
of 170 kHz. All measurements were done in air, one day after plasma
treatment, on an area size of 5 × 5 μm and 2 × 2 μm. The average surface
roughness (Ra) was calculated from images taken on area size of 2 × 2
μm (corresponds to the average value of the surface height). To obtain
representative results average surface roughness was measured on the
same sample on 5 different areas.

XPS analysis
The surface of the sample was analysed with an XPS instrument
(TFA XPS Physical Electronics). The base pressure in the XPS analysis
chamber was about 6 × 10-8 Pa. Samples were excited with X-rays over
a 400 µm spot area with a monochromatic Al Kα radiation at 1486.6
eV. The photoelectrons were detected with a hemispherical analyzer
positioned at an angle of 45° with respect to the normal vector of the
sample’s surface. The energy resolution was about 0.65 eV. Survey scan
spectra were recorded at a pass energy of 187 eV. Also individual high
resolution spectra at pass energy of 29 eV and 0.1 eV energy step were
recorded for C 1s and O 1s peaks. Since the investigated samples are
insulators, an additional electron gun has been used to provide surface
neutralization during measurements. All spectra were referenced
against the main C 1s peak of the carbon atoms, which was given a
value of 285.0 eV. The XPS spectra were measured for the untreated
and plasma treated samples. The concentration of different chemical
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states of carbon in the C 1s peak has been determined by fitting the
curves with symmetrical Gauss Lorentz functions. The spectra were
fitted using software MultiPak ver. 8.1 (Physical Electronics), supplied
with the spectrometer. A Shirley type background subtraction was
used. It should be noted that the analysis depth of the XPS method is
about 8 nm.

Polymerization
Polymerization mixture consisted of 16 wt% of glycidyl
methacrylate (GMA) as a monomer, 24 wt% of ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate as a crosslinker, porogens cyclohexanol and dodecanol
(48 wt% and 12 wt% respectively) as pore forming agents, and initiator
benzoyl peroxide [26]. Each of plasma treated and untreated PP tubes
were filled with 1.5 mL of polymerization mixture. In the PP tube
center, a hook bolt (diameter of 4.5 mm and length of 35 mm) was
immersed into the polymerization mixture. Bolt dimensions allowed
a PP tube to be closed before polymerization. Bolt length was properly
chosen to be firmly secured inside the PP tube. The bolt’s head was
inside a PP tube but out of the polymerization mixture. To provide
fast polymerization reaction the polymerization temperature was set
to 68°C [27] in order to benefit from the presence of active moieties
on inner PP tube surface which were formed by plasma treatment.
Schematic diagram on attachment of GMA monolith with plasma
modified surface is presented in Figure 3. The polymerization process
was allowed to proceed overnight in water bath and resulted in solid
porous monolith skeleton containing non reacted porogens in pores
[28] PP tubes were cooled to room temperature inside the water bath
and a cover was opened afterwards.

Tensile strength measurements
The testing of mechanical properties was performed by measuring
the tensile stress (tensile strength and strain at break). A calibrated
mechanical testing equipment was used (ZWICK/ROELL Z100). The
PP tube was mounted onto a holder that enabled pulling the monolith
(with firmly secured hook bolt that served as anchorage) out of the
tube. The preload was achieved with the speed of 0.5 mm/min and

Figure 2: A schematic of the experimental setup with linear motor drive used to
move the plasma jet multiple times in and out the PP tube.

was 0.5N. The testing procedure was set at the speed of 1 mm/min
and ended when the pulling force decreased to 80% of the maximum
achieved force. The tests were performed on 3 parallels and the mean
values were reported. The temperature and relative humidity during
measurements was 23°C and 50%, respectively.

Results and Discussion
Water contact angle measurements
Water contact angle measurements showed that untreated surface
has the highest contact angle, about 80.0° ± 1.3°, while the water contact
angle on PP 5x is about 50.4° ± 1.8° and on PP 20x to about 46.1° ±
1.3°. Therefore slight differences in wettability are observed. Changes
in wettability after plasma treatment are due to formation of new polar
oxygen functionalities, electric charges, free radicals and roughness. In
order to gain better insights on differences in wettability, the stability
of functional groups on plasma treated PP tubes was measured after 4
days of ageing in controlled environment. Both plasma treated surfaces
exhibited ageing effects, which were more prominent for the case of PP
5x plasma treated surface. The water contact angle increased to about
57.9° ± 1.1° and to about 47.8° ± 1.3° for PP 5x and PP 20x, respectively.
The calculated difference in water contact angle before and after ageing
for PP 5x was 7.5° and only about 1.7° for PP 20x. The longer treated
surface seems to age much slower, which could be explained by higher
crosslinking of polymer surface [29] due to formation of free radicals
from plasma. Slight differences in surface morphology were observed
by AFM between PP 5x and PP 20x, but the morphology of aged surface
remained unchanged. Therefore changes in wettability after ageing can
be explained only by changes in surface chemistry.

XPS analysis
From XPS analysis it can be observed that surface treated with
plasma has higher oxygen content and lower carbon content than
untreated surface. As seen from survey spectra (Figure 4 and Table 1),
untreated PP tube has about 95 at% of carbon and 5 at% of oxygen,
which is due to a manufacturing process. The plasma treated surface
has 84.2 at% of carbon and 15.6 at% of oxygen. This indicates that
novel oxygen functional groups were formed on the surface of a PP
tube after plasma treatment. In order to determine if functionalization
is uniform along the PP tube’s surface, analysis was performed on
different areas on the same PP tube. It has been found out that there
were no significant discrepancies between different areas, so the
modification was rather uniform. The ratio of O 1s/C 1s increases from
0.05 to 0.19 for untreated and plasma treated surface, respectively. XPS
analysis has been performed also on the PP tube treated for 20 times
in order to observe changes in a chemical composition. Interestingly,
chemical composition of the PP 20x did not significantly differ from
the PP 5x, as the concentration of oxygen species was very similar. On

Figure 3: Schematic diagram showing plasma modified surface and attachment of GMA monolith on plasma treated PP tube.
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Figure 4: XPS survey spectra of PP untreated tube and PP 5x.

Sample

C (at%)

O (at%)

N (at%)

C-C, C-H (%)

C-O, C-OH (%)

C=O, O-C-O (%)

O-C=O (%)

285.0 eV

286.5 eV

287.8 eV

289.2 eV

Untreated

95.0

5.0

0

93.3

5.7

0.1

0.9

PP 5x

84.2

15.7

0.13

81.5

10.4

4.0

4.1

PP 20x

82.9

15.4

1.76

84.6

7.9

3.3

4.3

Table 1: Atomic concentration obtained from XPS spectra and relative concentration of functional groups obtained from high‑resolution C 1s spectra for untreated and
plasma treated PP 5x and PP 20x tube.

the surface of PP 20x nitrogen functional groups were also present, due
to incorporation of nitrogen from air.
In order to investigate novel oxygen functional groups on the
PP tube’s surface high resolution XPS analysis of C 1s peak was
performed. The relative concentration of each chemical component
in C 1s peak has been determined by deconvolution of experimental
spectra using Gaussian-Lorentzian curves. As seen in Figure 5 the C
1s spectrum of the untreated PP tube has first peak at 285.0 eV, which
corresponds to C-C and C-H bonds from PP, a small peak at 285.7 eV
corresponding to C-O groups, minor peaks at 286.8 eV corresponding
to C=O and O-C-O and at 289.1 eV corresponding to O-C=O. On the
other hand the C 1s spectra of plasma treated PP 5x and PP 20x tube
consist of a broad shoulder at a high binding energy side which is due
to incorporation of novel oxygen functional groups (Figures 5b and
5c), such as alcohols, carbonyls and carboxylic acid. It can be clearly
seen that the PP 5x exhibits more pronounced peaks corresponding
to C O and a small increase in C=O and O C O functional groups.
The percentage of each functional group determined from high
resolution C 1s spectra is presented in Table 1. Slight differences in
oxygen functional groups between PP 5x and PP 20x are observed and
could influence on adhesion with monolith. Immediately after plasma
treatment the surface is covered with radicals which provide reactive
sites for adhesion with epoxy or vinyl groups from GMA monolith.
J Anal Bioanal Tech
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Moreover oxygen radicals on the surface can also form peroxides,
which cannot be detected by XPS, but could covalently attach with
monolith.

AFM analysis
The PP tubes’ morphology was analyzed with AFM. The untreated
PP surface has no special morphology. On the surface only razes have
been observed, which are probably present due to manufacturing
process. The average roughness measured on 5 × 5 µm area is about 5.2
nm. On the other hand, plasma treated surfaces exhibits small grain like
structures. The average roughness of the plasma treated surface on 5 × 5
µm area is 4.5 nm. Besides the presence of the manufacturing razes, the
surface is covered with small grains which are about 6 nm high. These
structures are better observed at higher magnification, as seen from
Figures 6. Structures formed on the surface are probably the result of a
preferential etching of amorphous parts of polymer by oxygen plasma.
It seems that roughness is not significantly altered by plasma treatment.
Even after longer treatment times the change in roughness is negligible
and is in the range of experimental error. However, it has been noticed
that the PP 20x surface exhibits more pronounced grain like structures
with a bit wider and higher dimensions (the average height was about
8 nm).
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Figure 5: High resolution C 1s peak of a) untreated, b) 5 times plasma treated, and c) 20 times plasma treated PP tube.

Tensile strength measurement
According to results obtained on PP tube after different plasma
treatment conditions (repetition of treatments inside and out of PP
tube) a different force was needed to remove polymer from the PP
tube. In Figure 7 different treatments and measured maximum forces
are presented. The highest force needed for removal of polymer from
the PP tube was for the PP 5x tube. Longer treatments actually caused
a decrease in adhesion force.
In Figure 8 representative force versus strain curves are presented.
It can be clearly seen that the highest force is needed for the PP 5x
tube. In this case the adhesion is increased by a factor of 2. Interestingly
longer treatment times lower adhesion force. As observed from the
XPS analysis surface seems to be saturated with oxygen functional
groups already after 5 time plasma treatment. Moreover longer
J Anal Bioanal Tech
ISSN: 2155-9872 JABT, an open access journal

treatment even decreases the number of C-O functional groups, which
may have an important role in adhesion with monolith. Another
reason for decreased adhesion after longer treatment could be due to
formation of low molecular weight fragments (LMWF) or crosslinking
of polymer matrix. The LMWF are unstable on the surface and could
be easily removed from the surface or can be quickly reoriented inside
the polymer matrix. Since the XPS analyzing depth is about 8 nm, it
was not possible to distinguish between reoriented functional groups
and groups that are oriented outside of polymer matrix, nor was it
possible to detect the crosslinking. However it can be observed from
water contact angle measurements that PP 20x is ageing much slower,
which could be explained by crosslinking. In this case adhesion with
monolith could be lower as the reactive species from plasma crosslink
and thus lower the number of possible active sites for adhesion with
monolith. Increased adhesion with monolith could be due to covalent
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bonding between PP tube’s surface and monolith, but we could not
fully exclude the possible morphological features of the surface which
could to some extent also influence on adhesion. Although surface
roughness is not much altered the grain like structures formed on PP
5x and PP 20x have slight variation in size (about 2 nm in height) as
well as different distribution on the surface (Figures 6b and 6c). The
grain like structures formed on PP 5x are not as far apart as in case
of PP 20x, which could provide higher friction force and thus better
adhesion with monolith.

Conclusion
Results from our study show that 5 time atmospheric pressure

plasma treatment was the optimal treatment procedure which
significantly increased adhesion force between PP tube and monolith.
As revealed by XPS novel oxygen functional groups were formed on the
surface. According to AFM analysis surface exhibited small grain like
structures, which were uniformly distributed along the PP tube. Tensile
strength measurements show that the optimal plasma treatment
more than doubled the force necessary to remove monolith from
the PP surface (wall). APP treatment is simple and robust technique
which could be used for preparation of GMP compliant cost effective
disposable monolithic columns applicable in pharmaceutical and
biotech industry.

Figure 6: Surface topography on 5 × 5 µm (2D) and on 2 × 2 µm area (3D) for a) untreated PP tube, b) PP 5x plasma treated tube, and c) PP 20x plasma treated tube.
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